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This pocket-sized dictionary presents current and correct notation practices in an easy-to-use
format. Generously illustrated and concise, this book is essential to any musician looking for a
handy reference for the correct notation of music. A most welcome and beneficial source for
every musician, whether using a pencil or a computer.

“Why should music be so important to us? Steven Mithen begins his task with a detailed
analysis of music and musical ability, drawing on musicology, psychology and neurobiology to
build a comprehensive and erudite picture of music's capacity to move us...This is a long-
overdue book, which approaches human evolution from an intriguing as well as entertaining
angle.”―R. I. M. Dunbar, Times Literary Supplement“Mithen draws on archaeological record and
current research on neurology and genetics to explain how and why humans think, talk and
make music the way they do. If it sounds impenetrably academic, it isn't: Mithen acts as a
friendly guide to the troves of data on the evolution of man (and myriad sub-mysteries of the
mind, music, speech and cognition), translating specialist material into an engrossing narrative
casual readers will appreciate...Mithen's expertise in the science and history of his subject is
combined with a passion for music that makes this book enjoyable and fascinating.”―Publishers
Weekly“Mithen has many fascinating suggestions about how the circumstances of early hominid
life on the African savanna may have provoked changes in anatomy and improved the range and
precision of communication...By bringing music to the fore, Mithen remedies earlier neglect and
offers his readers the most perspicacious portrait of the role of communication among our
remote predecessors that I have ever encountered. That is a great accomplishment...Mithen's
book, in short, seems destined to become a landmark in the way experts and amateurs alike
seek to understand the character and evolutionary importance of hominid and early human
communication...[The Singing Neanderthals] offers a learned, imaginative overview of the most
important and most elusive dimension of the real but unrecorded past: i.e., how communication
among our predecessors changed their lives, sustained their communities, and promoted their
survival. No one has previously undertaken that task so well.”―William H. McNeill, New York
Review of Books“With a fascinating blend of neurology, anatomy, archaeology, developmental
psychology and musicology, Mithen seeks the source of our propensity for making music, a
universal human feature that has been strangely neglected compared with the origin of
language.”―Blake Edgar, Scientific American“Among the most dicey academic inquiries are the
ones that deal with the origin of human consciousness. Faced with difficulties of such daunting
scope, Steven Mithen remains undaunted. In his 1996 book, The Prehistory of the Mind, he
argued that both the origins of thought and the origins of human language are natural outcomes
of evolution. But according to the first chapter of Mithen's latest work, The Singing Neanderthals,



that story was incomplete. What it neglected was the central role of music in the psychosocial
makeup of our species...'Without music,' Mithen writes, 'the prehistoric past is just too quiet to
be believed'...Thus, Mithen speculates, humanity might have developed much as the individual
does: music first, then language. From an evolutionary standpoint, music would not only help
ensure the well-being of the individual, but also the cohesiveness of the group. Calling on
primate studies, Mithen likens group music-making to grooming, an activity that evokes feelings
of contentment and belonging...Taken as a look at the natural history of music, Mithen's book is
thoughtful and certainly entertaining.”―Laurence A. Marschall, Natural History“The Singing
Neanderthals: The Origins of Music, Language, Mind and Body by Steven Mithen is a book that
has you making up your own theories about how grunts became speech and songs.”―Doris
Lessing, GrantaAbout the AuthorSteven Mithen is Professor of Early Prehistory and Pro-Vice-
Chancellor at the University of Reading.
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JGal, “Excellent little book. This little book is an easy-to-read guide that explains all of the how-
tos and rules about music notation. Very handy for anyone who composes or arranges (or just
wants to understand what's on their sheet music).”

Anthony Robinson, “Great music notation book! A must for musicians. Don't let the small size of
the book fool you. This book is packed with drawings of the music notation accompanying each
definition, so you know what the they look like. I thought it was the best book on Amazon that
had drawings of music notation. You don't need to study this whole book. Just refer to it when
you come across some music notation that you don't know what it is. The book is in alphabetical
order. If you don't know what the name of the music notation is in your sheet music to find it in
this book, then look it up in a search engine on your computer using only a few words to
describe what it looks like. Then you will know the name of the music notation and can find it in
this book. Use this book along with the "Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music". Like it's name
says, it's concise. The "Harvard Concise Dictionary of Music" is very inexpensive on Amazon,
too. This book has no drawings of the music notation. It has in depth definitions on music
notation and meny other things about music that the "Essential Dictionary of Music Notation"
does not have. It is a great book to use together with the Essential Dictionary of Music Notation.
In my opinion, both are essential reference books for musicians.”

Michael Warren, “Great reference book. A very thorough and well printed book. When it arrived, I
thought I’d need a magnifying glass to read it. The font and graphic examples are great. They do
not cram in multiple definitions per page so the readability is very good. For a desktop
companion when arranging and writting, especially for strings, it’s worth the cost and more. It
covers almost all articulations, stems, dynamics, and the list goes on. One of the best purchases
for a reference book I have made. Kudos to the publisher.”

AmericanDane, “Where has this book been?. About 95% of everything you need to know about
the mechanics of score writing are in this book. If you score on computer, much of this is taken
care of for you, but as you create final versions you want 'correct', this book is essential for the
many manual placement items as well as stylistically being clear to the modern musician. I wish
I'd had this 10 years ago.I read this book from cover to cover and learned a lot. It is brief, to-the-
point, and doesn't get distracted by addressing theory or orchestration. It's about the notation,
pure and simple.The book is small -- fits into your pocket easily. My single complaint is that the
binding is rather cheap. I expect sooner or later pages will begin to come loose - an annoyance
for a reference text. On the other hand, at under $10, I guess I can afford to just buy another
copy.”

Matt Woulard, “Truly Essential. This really is essential and the degree of its use as even a style



guide is surprising. You'll find that the style of at least a couple of publishers matches up pretty
well. (The book does not always spell what I am saying out literally, as it is mostly a dictionary,
but you can derive a lot from looking at the examples.) This is a must-have quick reference book.”

darrell, “Chock full of musical goodness!!!!. I am an Artist by training, and most of my musical
understanding has been self-taught. Inyhoo... I have learned more about music notation,
composition, orchestration, and theory, from these 3 little books than from any other similar
resource!!!! They are very “User-Friendly” and when used together, become a really awesome
reference book!!!”

Freyr Shangdi, “Now that I've got THE ESSENTIAL DICTIONARY OF MUSIC NOTATION ....
Now that I've got THE ESSENTIAL DICTIONARY OF MUSIC NOTATION; I actually stand A
chance, as; Heretofore almost every piece of sheet music I could ever afford to buy, had
something (Some symbol or sign.) that left me stuck going, "What to all God's Heavens does
that mean." I'm grateful to this Book and al those who took part in me getting it, because now;
The joke's over, I can just look that up in my' ESSENTIAL DICTIONARY OF MUSIC NOTATION.”

Martin McDonald, “Covers all of the essentials - recommended. An excellent little book that
covers all the essentials of modern, standard music notation. It's very well presented and laid
out - the text is very clear and there are numerous music examples which only add to the clarity.
Early methods of notation, such as neumes, exotic modern notation techniques (for example for
aleatoric or electronic music) and notation for non-western instruments are not covered.
Tablature for string instruments such as guitars is dealt with briefly but adequately. It's also small
and so, easily portable.  Recommended.”

Adisha, “Precise and concise!. Very good comprehensive dictionary of notation. Clearly
presented with plenty of examples throughout. Arrows illustrate the right ways to notate and
common mistakes are pointed out (see example on 'beaming' quavers below). Can be used as
a reference for dipping into or reading cover to cover.  Good value for money indeed!”

Mike Robinson, “Great little pocket guides.  . ”

Mojo, “Too Small To Be Effective. The book is far too small, (micro) to be practical and
unfortunately tries to cram too much in the limited space and therefore ends up skimming
sections that should be much more comprehensive. Close, but no cigar!”

The book by Neil Fontaine has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 278 people have provided feedback.
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